Abstract. Transportation analysis is typically thought of as one kind of spatial analysis. A major point of departure in understanding problems in transportation analysis is the recognition that spatial analysis has some limitations associated with the discretization of space. Among them, modifiable areal units and boundary problems are directly or indirectly related to transportation planning and analysis through the design of traffic analysis zones (TAZs). The modifiable boundary and the scale issues should all be given specific attention during the specification of a TAZ because of the effects these factors exert on statistical and mathematical properties of spatial patterns (ie the modifiable areal unit problem ö MAUP). The results obtained from the study of spatial data are not independent of the scale, and the aggregation effects are implicit in the choice of zonal boundaries. The delineation of zonal boundaries of TAZs has a direct impact on the reality and accuracy of the results obtained from transportation forecasting models. In this paper the MAUP effects on the TAZ definition and the transportation demand models are measured and analyzed using different grids (in size and in origin location). This analysis was developed by building an application integrated in commercial GIS software and by using a case study (Lisbon Metropolitan Area) to test its implementabiity and performance. The results reveal the conflict between statistical and geographic precision, and their relationship with the loss of information in the traffic assignment step of the transportation planning models. used in the model might only be partially correct. It concluded that using a less detailed network resulted in a higher percentage root-mean-square error (PRMSE) for all zoning structures.
In a later study, Chang et al (2002) concluded that the level of network detail had a negligible effect on trip length or the proportion of interzonal trips, but impacted the value of PRMSE in two ways: on the one hand, larger TAZs resulted in lower PRMSE values on the less detailed network; on the other hand, the more detailed network resulted in lower PRMSE values than did the less detailed network for all link groups, regardless of the geographic level of the TAZs. Zhang and Kukadia (2005) also measured the effect of the level of spatial data aggregation (urban form indicators) on predicting model choice decisions in transportation-planning models. They confirm the presence of the MAUP and discuss some approaches to deal with it, based on a careful choice of scale and area unit definition.
Another approach to assess MAUP effects is to perform a sensitivity analysis by changing the zoning system and rerunning the analysis. For example, Chou (1991) recomputed a spatial autocorrelation at different levels of map resolution to assess the aggregation effects. Moellering and Tobler (1972) developed a scale-dependent analysis of variance technique. Batty (1976) developed a general information statistic to measure aggregation effects in spatial analysis. Batty and Sikdar (1982a; 1982b; 1982c; 1982d) used these statistics to assess aggregation effects in spatial interaction models.
In this paper the MAUP effects on traffic zoning methods are analyzed using elemental grids of different dimensions. A methodology of analysis of the MAUP scale effects is developed and its consequences for traffic demand modeling are discussed ö especially the conflict underlying the geographic and statistical error dimensions when dealing with this kind of data, and the impact on policy-making decision uncertainty. For this analysis the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (AML) was used as a case study, with an area of approximately 320 000 ha, using as the dataset a 1994 mobility survey of this metropolitan area.
The mobility survey used for this paper has a sample of 30 681 individual surveys that describe all trips of each individual during one day, resulting in a total of 58 818 trips, all of which have their origin and destination geocoded. Each survey has a sample-to-universe expansion coefficient, on the basis of which an estimation can be given of the total average daily trips (made in the AML, resulting in a total of 11124 776 trips per day (22.81% of those are walking or bike trips).
Methodology of analysis
The analysis of the MAUP effects described in this paper is performed according to the objectives of the TAZ delineation. For this purpose a GIS-based application was developed in Geomedia Professional (Intergraph, Huntsville, AL), thereby allowing analysis over a grid of variable dimension and form.
The option for a grid can be justified with several arguments. (1) The main goal of this methodology is to define valid and reliable zones, which implies that, if we started with aggregated information in`polygons', we could be introducing zonal effects, creating zones from a priori defined`zones and polygons', and therefore distorting the results by introducing aggregation effects of data into our analysis and, therefore, into our results. (2)`Cell'-based analysis is the basis of several approaches, such as genetic algorithms and cellular automata, which can pick up these zones and further use them for specific goals.
(3) Starting with`object-based data', instead of starting with disaggregate data and cleaning' or refining it in order to obtain sensible aggregate data, would be methodologically wrong, as it would be very dependent upon the perspective of the analyst, and would introduce more errors in early stages of the process. (4) Using the matrix methodology also provides high flexibility with which to move the origin of the matrix in geographic termsöit is a`mechanical' kind of approach that can be clearly explained, and implemented, and the results can be clearly evaluated in terms of causality.
In order to analyze and try to solve MAUP effects in TAZs, and hence to contribute to the development of more valid and reliable traffic zones, the reader of this paper should be familiar with specific transportation and geographic concepts. The analysis of this problem requires the following background information in traffic modeling basic concepts important for TAZ delineation:
. The discretization (zoning) process adopted for the description of trips implies that information about the start and end points of trips will no longer be available at a level of resolution finer than the zone. . All trips starting (ending) in a zone will be coded as starting at the same virtual point, its centroid. . Intrazonal trips cannot be assigned to the network, as they now have the same origin and destination`point'. Therefore, these trips constitute lost information for the traffic demand modeling, and their number should be minimized. . Geographic precision in the localization of origins and destinations of trips decreases as zones get larger. . On the other hand, for a constant survey sample size, statistical precision of the estimate of the number of trips starting or ending in a zone decreases when zones get smaller (estimation intervals of confidence get larger). . Similarly, for the cells of an O^D (origin^destination) matrix, low values have high statistical errors. The first step of this methodology is the insertion, using GIS software (in this case Geomedia Professional), of the origin and destination of trips of the mobility survey, of the geographic shapes and data available for the AML, and of the analysis grids.
Different dimensions and forms of the analysis grid were tested. The initial cell form chosen was the square, because of the universal use of this form and its ease of manipulation. This paper reports the analysis performed using square cells, although similar analysis were also carried out for other geometric shapes, such as the hexagon, with identical results. Regarding grid dimensions, an upper and a lower limit of the square side and a step size of variation were defined. The lower bound of the square dimension used was 200 m, because this is just a bit larger than the average distance between urban street intersections, and for computational reasons, because a smaller cell size would make the GIS-based application developed for this study very slow (a square of 200 m represents a total of 250 000 elements to analyze for the whole AML region). The upper bound chosen for the grid square was 2000 m, which could represent the average distance between urban motorway intersections, and is a multiple of the lower bound, resulting in a 200 m variation step and ten different grids of analysis.
With all the inputs available, the GIS application looks at two kinds of factors: the dimension of the grid and the location of the grid origin. The same indicators were used to measure the effects of both factors. The selected indicators were:
. maximum cell value of the O^D matrix;
. average cell value of the O^D matrix;
. percentage of cells without any trips in the O^D matrix;
. percentage of intrazonal trips in the O^D matrix;
. maximum number of origins or destinations per cell;
. average number of origins or destinations per cell;
. percentage of cells with no trip origins or destinations (ie no trips);
. percentage of trips in non-statistically-significant O^D matrix cells (that is, O^D matrix cells with an estimated flow value lower than half of the confidence interval for the probability of a cell using a binomial distribution). The effect of the location of the origin of the grid was tested by considering variations in each quarter of both grid axes for each grid dimension defined, resulting in sixteen different values of all indicators for the same grid dimension.
The definition of the optimal grid dimension and origin location could be obtained by defining a goal function, using the indicator values developed, but as the main objective of this paper was to estimate and measure the MAUP effects prior to the TAZ delineation, this is not presented here.
Analysis of MAUP scale effects
After the GIS-based application had been run for all grid dimensions and all the outputs were obtained, an analysis of the MAUP scale effects was undertaken, or, in other words, the impact of cell size variation on the data aggregation results was analyzed. This analysis started by looking at the impact of grid dimension on the spatial distribution of trips. The spatial distribution of trips consists of adding, for each cell, all the origins and destinations within its boundaries.
Figure 1(a) presents the spatial distribution of trips within the study area for the 2000 m grid cells. As expected, the greater concentration of trips occurs within the Lisbon city center borders and in their surroundings. The Cascais and Sintra corridors (nearby municipalities of Lisbon which are included within the AML and Almada (a municipality on the left bank of the Tagus River) also have a high quantity of trips, as does the corridor along the A1 motorway up to Vila Franca de Xira, a town that works as a regional interchange.
If this analysis is made for other grid dimensions, the number of zones with no trips increases significantly. The cells that maintain a higher number of origins or trip destinations are always within the Lisbon city boundaries, as can be seen in figures 1(b), and 1(d) (spatial trip distributions for cells with size 1200 m, 800 m, and 200 m, respectively).
To evaluate the conflict between statistical and geographical error for the different grid dimensions used in this paper, the indicators previously described were used. The most significant indicators were the percentage of intrazonal trips in the O^D matrix, the percentage of noise (trips in non-statistically-significant O^D matrix cells), and the percentage of zones with no trips.
To measure the variation of the first indicator with the grid dimension, the average of the values obtained for sixteen different locations of the gird origin had to be computed for each grid dimension. The values obtained are presented in table 1.
Elasticity here means that the relative variation of the average percentage of intrazonal trips for a given grid dimension, with respect to that obtained for the next-smallest grid dimension, divided by the relative variation between those two grid dimensions (in the same order).
The variation of this indicator (percentage of intrazonal trips) is not very significant for the range of cell sizes analyzed, with a range of approximately 8.5% between the maximum and minimum value, and it increases in the same direction as the grid dimension, as expected. This fact reflects some scale effect over the data. Within the range used, the elasticity of this indicator with respect to the grid dimension shows a slight increase with the grid dimension.
To measure the variation of the second indicator with respect to the grid dimension, the same methodology was applied. The values obtained are presented in table 2.
The variation of this indicator is much more significant (approximately 36% between the maximum and minimum values) and decreases with the grid dimension. This fact reflects a strong scale effect over the statistical precision, but the elasticity of this value tends to stabilize near the 1000 m cell size. Another important indicator is the percentage of cells with no trips (no origins or destinations). As with the other indicators, it was important to calculate for each grid dimension the average value for all the origins of the grid. The values obtained are presented in table 3.
In order to measure the relationship between the statistical precision (level of noise) and loss of information generated by the intrazonal trips of the O^D matrix, a chart presenting the joint evolution of these values was created. The results are presented in figure 2, in which the variation of the grid dimension and grid origin positioning are incorporated.
By observing this figure it can be seen that it is difficult to establish an optimal grid dimension, owing to the existing trade-off between both indicators with the variation in grid size. The choice of grid dimension should be based on the definition of maximum and minimum values allowed for each indicator, and should depend on the case study, study scale and goal, and the mobility data available. It should always therefore be a sensible choice which takes account of the existing trade-off and its impacts for traffic assignment and transportation planning.
It is also important to note that the grid origin location has a greater impact on the O^D matrix statistical error than on the percentage of information loss in the O^D matrix (approximately twice the impact), although in the chart it looks the other way around because of the different scales of the two axes. In order to obtain good traffic zoning it is important to have simultaneously a good statistical precision, a good geographic precision, and the minimum information loss possible (percentage of intrazonal trips in the O^D matrix). These three requisites can be estimated through the percentage of intrazonal trips; the size of zones (in this case cells), measured as the equivalent radius of the zone [radius of an equivalent circular zone, R E (T AREA ap) 1a2 , where T AREA is the area of the TAZ]; and the percentage of trips in nonsignificant O^D matrix cells.
It is not possible to reach a global optimum for these requests (independent of the weighted contribution of each indicator), but the existence of an optimum for a set of weights of each indicator in this relationship can be found.
The analysis of the relationship between the three indicators is presented in figure 3. It can be seen from the figure that it is difficult to establish an optimal grid size in order to minimize the three variables, owing to the existing trade-off between them.
The goal function for this analysis must be the minimization of distance (of the points along the plotted line) to the origin. But that distance should be corrected by the weight (or importance) that is given to each variable. A sensitivity analysis of the variation of the weights given to each variable was carried out. The results are presented in figure 4 and show that only the smallest and largest grids present the highest value for the goal function with the variation of the weights of the three indicators. The 200 m grid has the widest range of weight values for which this grid is optimal, owing to the existence of two indicators that are optimized with the cell size minimization (intrazonal trips percentage and equivalent radius of zones).
However, it is important to be aware that the distance goal function uses a compensatory model in which low values in one attribute can be compensated by the high values in another attribute. This analysis was then corrected by the introduction of thresholds (minimum and maximum acceptable values) for each indicator (see table 4). Grid sizes that did not fall within these values were discarded.
The results obtained for this analysis, after the application of the thresholds, are presented in figure 5 , which shows three different optimal grid sizes depending on the weights of the various indicators. The 1200 m grid has the widest range of weights for which it is optimal. Another analysis was developed in order to find out the most favorable cell size, considering the same variables as before (intrazonal trip percentage, equivalent radius of the zone, and percentage of trips in non-statistically-significant O^D matrix cells). This analysis considers a new indicator, identified as noise levelöthat is, the sum of the percentage of intrazonal trips and the percentage of trips in non-statistically-significant O^D matrix cells, with the intersection of both indicators (percentage of non-statistically-significant intrazonal trips) subtracted in order to avoid double counting.
The results of the variation of this new indicator with the cell size are presented in figure 6 . Noise levels for grid dimensions smaller than 1400 m are very high (greater than 75%), indicating that more than 75% of the trips available from the mobility survey are lost as information for traffic modeling. The increase of the noise level with the decrease in cell dimension stabilizes near the 800 m cell. This fact indicates that the trade-off between noise level and geographic precision has a low elasticity in this zone of the chart. A new sensitivity analysis was developed which uses a new goal function with these two indicators (noise level and equivalent radius of zones) and their respective weights (contributions) for the global outcome. The results of this analysis are presented in figure 7 , where three different cell sizes are optimal for a range of the noise level weight ö the 200 m grid and the 2000 m grid having the greatest ranges of dominance.
Repeating the correction already made for the previous analysis, in order to avoid the compensation of low values in one attribute by high values in another attribute, maximum and minimum threshold values were defined for each indicator (see table 5 ). Cell sizes that did not fall within these thresholds were discarded.
The results obtained for this analysis after the exclusion of the cell sizes that did not fall within the established indicator thresholds are presented in figure 8 , which shows two different optimal cell sizes depending on the indicator weight values (1200 m and 1600 m square cell grids).
Other important indicators are the maximum number of origins or destinations per grid cell, and the average number of origins or destinations per grid cell. These values are estimated as the averages of the sixteen iterations made for each grid cell dimension. The values obtained for these indicators are presented in table 6 and in figure 9, from which it is possible to observe that an increase in the grid dimension does not always lead to an increase in the maximum number of origins or destinations per grid cell. The explanation for this fact resides in the high concentration of trips from some points, which can be contained sufficiently in smaller cells.
The average number of origins or destinations per grid cell, as expected, increases with the grid dimensionöbut as presented in figure 9 , with a quadratic trend. This information is important, because a decrease in this value could mean less statistical precision for the traffic zoning; for this reason it should be seen as a constraint in the reduction of the grid dimension.
To characterize the flow degradation in the O^D matrix and the total number of origins or destinations per cell, ranking charts were used. As for all other indicators, different charts for all the positions of the origin grid and for all grid sizes were built. As an example of this kind of chart, figure 10 shows a ranking chart for the number of origins or destinations per grid cell, for a particular position of the origin of a 2000 m grid. Note that, in this figure, even for a grid of large dimension, cell values decrease very fast. This fact indicates that there are few cells with large numbers of origins or destinations of trips.
To describe the resulting curve of this chart two different trend lines were used: an exponential curve and a power function (AX n À 1 ). Both adjust well to the curve in its lower slope part, but the power function adjusts better at the higher values, as can be seen in figure 10 . Although the exponential curve has a higher value of the R 2 parameter (R 2 0X98, versus R 2 0X90 for the power function), because of its almost perfect adjustment at the lower values, it can not`explain' the variation at higher values. For this reason the power function was selected as being representative of the ranking chart behavior. The calibrated coefficients for the chart presented in figure 10 were A 321X474 and X À0X0194. To explain in an aggregated way the total number of origins or destinations per cell for each grid dimension, averages of the parameters of adjustment of the power function (A and X) were computed for each grid dimension, thus simplifying the interpretation of results. The calibrated coefficients (with R 2 0X99) were:
where x is the cell size. In figure 11 it can be seen that the function, as the grid dimension grows, reveals a steeper slope and higher values of the parameter A. The great concentration of origins or destinations of trips in a few cells when the grid dimension is bigger is no surprise and a reason why the statistical precision is higher. Another analysis that reinforces the information obtained from the ranking curve of the total origins or destinations per cell is the definition of ranges of this indicator. Two thresholds were defined in order to distinguish cells with poor statistical precision (200 trips or less per cell) and cells with good statistical precision (30% of the maximum value per cell). The lower threshold was obtained from the average value of the expansion coefficient of the mobility survey sample, and is thus associated with the existence or not of trips in the O^D matrix cells of this zone. The upper threshold was obtained from the observation of ranking charts of this indicator, which present a very steep slope until approximately 30% of the maximum value per cell. These thresholds define three ranges of values, as presented in figure 12 .
From the percentages presented in the figure it is possible to conclude that the high values of this indicator are a small percentage of the total number of cells and the increase with the grid dimension is not very significant. On the other hand, the low values of the indicator, which are an important constraint in aid of statistical precision, have a great variation with the grid dimension (À0X026% slope for the adjustment with a linear trend line). This information reinforces the importance of the grid dimension to the statistical precision (variation of 47% of low value cells between the 2000 m and 200 m square grid cells with the estimated slope).
Grid origin sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis has been carried out to measure the influence of the grid origin location on the indicator. The results show that the indicators which presented a higher variation in their value were the percentage of intrazonal trips and the percentage of cells with no origin or destination (ie no trips).
The sensitivity analysis for the intrazonal trip percentage indicator was again made using the ranking charts. In figure 13 these ranking charts, of the values obtained for the sixteen different grid origins, are shown for two different grid dimensions. In these curves a negative slope can be seen, which decreases with the grid dimension (reducing the indicator variance). The intersects of the adjusted trend lines also increase with the grid dimension, as expected.
The same procedure was used for the next indicator (the percentage of cells with no origin or destination). In figure 14 also decrease with the grid dimension as expected. It is also important to underline that these indicators do not have their maximum value at the same position, which makes a joint sensitivity analysis impossible.
The final step of the developed methodology was to determine the distance and angles relative to the starting grid location that could present the most favorable values of the intrazonal trip indicators (considered the most important for this analysis). The goal of this analysis is to find the translation of the grid which would give optimal values of the most important trip indicator. The resulting analysis should allow an evaluation of the average angle relative to the starting position location, and the exact point location.
The process used for this analysis was the determination, for each grid dimension, of the best neighbor location from all sixteen analyzed cases. The best neighbor location, for each grid cell dimension, is found using polar coordinates, which consist of a distance to an origin point (considered the indicial position of the grid for all the cell sizes) and the angle relative to the x-axis. After the determination of the best neighbor location for all sixteen analyzed cases, the average values of the obtained coordinate are calculated in order to determine a pattern for the best grid origin location. The results of this analysis are presented in figure 15 , in which it can be seen that the distance to the best neighbor (in terms of the percentage of the cell size) does not depend on the cell size (approximately constant at around 59%), and also that the angle, relative to the starting point, does not have regular behavior.
From these results no stable behavior pattern can be established for the best angle with which to minimize the intrazonal trip percentage for the different grid dimensions (as a result of very low or inexistent correlations for these variables). The only information that can be obtained from this analysis is the average angle (all the values oscillate around it) for the minimization of the indicator, independent of the grid dimension (see figure 15 ). Therefore it is impossible to determine a best location for the grid origin, since one of the two polar coordinates is still undefined: the best-fit angle.
Conclusions
This study focused on the research of the MAUP scale effects in some important traffic demand modeling variables in order to develop a future TAZ delineation methodology with less MAUP interferences. A new analysis methodology and a GISbased application were developed for this study in order to measure these effects on some indicators considered relevant for the TAZ delineation, such as the percentage of intrazonal trips and the percentage of trips in non-statistically-significant O^D matrix cells. The model was applied over the AML and a mobility survey of this area made in 1994. This paper reports these analyses, and it was possible to extract some important conclusions about some MAUP scale effects in the aggregated travel data that constitute important knowledge for the TAZ delineation. Percentage of intrazonal trips in the O^D matrix:
. Cell size has a very significant impact on the percentage of intrazonal trips (variation range is 18%^27%öthat is, a relative increase of 50%öas cell size grows from 200 m to 2000 m). . Even for very small grid cells (200 m) the percentage of intrazonal trips is significant (18%)öa feature associated with the 22.81% of trips on the database used which are made by foot or by bicycle. . Cell origin position has a small impact on the percentage of intrazonal trips (variation range is 20.80%^21.70% for a cell size of 1000 m). Percentage of cells with no trips:
. Cell size has a very significant impact on the percentage of cells with no trips (variation range is 49%^97% as cell size decreases from 2000 m to 200 m). . Cell origin position has a significant impact on the percentage of cells with no trips (variation range is 69%^80% for a cell size of 1000 m), which is a decisive factor for geographic precision. Percentage of trips in non-statistically-significant O^D matrix cells:
. The position of the origin of the cell has a very significant impact on the percentage of trips in non-statistically-significant O^D matrix cells: the variation range is 38%^73% as cell size decreases from 2000 m to 200 m, which indicates the conflict between geographic and statistical precision. These results show that zoning is not a trivial matter and give the significant consequences it may have for the generation of statistical and geographical errors. The variability of observed values of the main indictors for different grid sizes and origins, indicates the added value of careful zoning in the transport-planning decision-making processes.
This paper presents a robust approach to zoning for transportation studies that will not only look at scale effects (of aggregating or disaggregating data), but will also be site sensitive to the variability of data throughout the territory at the same scale (through the fluctuation of the origin of the matrix). The transportation sector was selected to be a test base for this methodology, but it could also be of value in other sectors.
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